


intro

Rain Drop Products transforms 
imagination into new dimensions 

of water play!  For over twenty-five 
years Rain Drop has been the leading 
provider of water recreation products, 
SprayGrounds, water slides and water 

play structures. Using our exclusive 
OMNIPOD interface and Rain Brain 

controller technology, we offer 
endless versatility to your project.  

Rain Drop’s ability to create is only 
limited by how big you can dream!
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fitness  
factor

big time 
fun

slides  
& Nets

structures
Climbing is a fun, healthy activity 
and children love it! In addition 
to standard Rain Drop climbable 
products, customized structures 
can be developed to fit your specific 
design or theme.

"Climbability" adds to the 
adventure with large-muscle 
exercise that ramps-up play value.

Some structures feature large 
dumping wheels that create 
waterfalls when they are dumped!

Slippery slides make structures plenty 
of fun, and climbing nets are a great 
way to get back to the top!

structures
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above 
ground

Our above ground features bring the spray parks to life.  
Sports, animals, tropical, nautical, historical or any other theme 

imaginable, Rain Drop Products’ above ground features can 
meet your needs. Our OMNIPOD interface allows for convenient 

interchangeability and the fiberglass material allows the features 
to withstand years of harsh elements. Our available colors 

include primary, pastel, earth tones, shimmer, stone colors and 
woodgrains. Rain Drop Products above ground features provide a 

truly unique and enjoyable experience for all ages.

above ground 
features
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creature  
features

As part of our above ground features our creature features add 
lots of personality to your SprayGround. These characters are 
a great way to integrate a theme. Imagination is important to a 
SprayGround and these creatures will make everyone want to 
play. Make a splash with Gus the Gator or Snappy the Turtle.

Riding down a volcano on molten lava or speeding down the train 
tracks, our slides provide fun for the whole family. Each of our slides 
is structured for your children’s safety. Kids are drawn to slides, now 
you can feel comfortable to let them go! We provide open and closed 

flume slides from a tower structure, as well as free standing 
themed slides. Our single and double slides allow for 

everyone to join in the fun. Race you to the bottom!

creature features

slides

slides
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Goodness gracious it’s a geyser! You 
never know when they will pop up. 
Rain Drop’s Surface Sprays make 

water dance in patterns  
from jets to geysers and shapes  

from rings to tunnels. Surface  
Sprays are a great way for little ones to 

“get their feet wet” before  
jumping in with our  

larger features.

Surface 
Sprays

surface 
sprays
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rain 
brain

rain brainwater options

virtually unlimited input/output control capacity

Sustainable SprayGround 
Design
The Rain Brain interacts with 
the individual features of a 
SprayGround to keep  
energy/water demands in  
direct correlation to number  
of active participants.

From our MysticalFun options that use low 
usage misting nozzles to huge wheels that dump 
colossal amounts of water, Rain Drop Products 
can customize a SprayGround to any of your 
water usage needs. We also offer equipment to 
accompany either drain-away or full-recirculation 
SprayGrounds.

water 
options

Preventive Maintenance 
Interactivity
The Rain Brain can be 
programmed to alert 
maintenance technicians via 
email or text message upon a 
predetermined sequence of 
events. Using a Smartphone, 
Tablet, PC or Mac a user can 
communicate with the Rain 
Brain to monitor, update or 
troubleshoot the SprayGround.

Virtually Unlimited Input/
Output Control Capacity
The controller’s ability 
to command over 3,400 
controllable units provides 
limitless design alternatives 
including the ability to integrate 
lights and sounds into your 
SprayGround design.
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3D modeling
Using the Autodesk® Inventor suite of 3D modeling 
software our engineering team provides all project 
design, piping layout, pump room equipment, 
and part number detail in a three dimensional 
perspective. We can export these drawings to any 
commonly used CAD format including 2D Plan view 
.dwg perspective for easy input into existing overall 
project drawings. Furthermore, this tool allows our 
team to leverage the many benefits of Autodesk® 
Design Review software which is the free (available 

for download from the Autodesk website) all-digital 
way to view, mark up, print, and track changes to 
our drawings—without the need to have the original 
design software. Using Autodesk Publisher we can 
also provide state of the art O&M Manuals providing 
step by step installation instructions. Additionally, 
these installation instructions can be exported into 
an animation providing a visual aid to the installer 
while on the job site. 

A team of highly skilled designers have the ability to 
create a scaled 3D Model Rendering of your SprayGround. 

Finished still renderings and animated video allow all 
stakeholders to visualize your project at approval stages. 

Allow Rain Drop to make your vision a reality.

3D renderings

3d 
modeling

3d 
renderings
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2121 Cottage Street
Ashland, OH 44805
TOll Free: 800-343-6063
lOCal PhOne: 419-207-1229

call us! 800-343-6063 visit our 
website! rain-drop.com


